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The School of Medicine

Denise Williamson
The very first of its kind in the UK, The School of Medicine
offers much more than a standard programme of A Levels.
Our exceptional programme has been designed in partnership
with leading employers and universities, including the West
Lancashire Clinical Commissioning Group and Edge Hill
University, to give students a distinct competitive edge for
progression to study Medicine at university.
Our programme offers traditional A Levels taught in a medical
context, alongside a guaranteed, immersive Discovery Work
Placement programme, workshops and seminars delivered by
medical professionals and University Professors, full preparation
for university tests including UKCAT and MMI, mentoring from
Medical Graduates, plus inspiring guest speaker and guest
seminar events.
The School of Medicine is now in its third year and we are
delighted with the fabulous results achieved by our first cohort.
In 2021, 100% of students graduated The School of Medicine with
A and A* A Level grades, securing places at the Universities of
Oxford, Leicester and Lancaster amongst others.
The School of Medicine offers 33% more contact time than other
A Level programmes. Students benefit from small class sizes,
with on average 15 learners per class, and are offered extensive
support and medical specific guidance. With our outstanding
partnerships with industry, links with local medical schools and
organisations such as Generation Medics, our Medicine students
leave further education with skills and connections that are
second to none.
We are delighted to be able to offer this unique opportunity to
young people and I hope you will be inspired as you read though
our prospectus which outlines how The School of Medicine is a
truly outstanding study programme.
I look forward to having the opportunity to meet you to discuss
this fabulous opportunity in more detail in the very near future.
Best wishes
Denise Williamson
Principal
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The School of Medicine

Mike Maguire
The School of Medicine was born through a need to address local
and regional skills gaps for jobs in medicine, pharmacy, nursing
and other health related careers.
West Lancashire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) partnered
with West Lancashire College with a commitment to grow our
own future workforce.
We wanted to make The School of Medicine offer better than
anything that had ever been seen before. This led to the
development of a programme that offers students the very best
level of experience you could ever expect anyone embarking on a
medical career to have.
We are delighted with the results and the progress of our first
cohort who achieved outstanding grades putting them amongst
the top A Level students in the country, and who are now
studying medicine and medical related degrees at Russell Group
universities throughout the UK.
The School of Medicine is probably the best course available
anywhere, and I would encourage anyone thinking of becoming
a Doctor, Dentist, Pharmacist, or any one of the many careers in
Medicine, to apply for this fabulous experience.
Mike Maguire
Health Strategic Adviser and Former Chief Officer of West
Lancashire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
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The School of Medicine

The School of Medicine
Experience
The School of Medicine is truly unique and much
more than just classroom teaching, it offers an
extensive wrap around programme designed to give
students a distinct competitive edge.
Our programme offers extensive extra-curricular
activities that are designed to give exposure to
a wide range of research and academia which
enable students to gain a broader understanding of
potential career opportunities available within the
medical sector, and includes:

DISCOVERY INDUSTRY
PLACEMENT PROGRAMME
All medicine students attend a guaranteed,
immersive Discovery Industry Placement of 300
hours per year. Students are placed one day
per week at various locations across the district
where they shadow Doctors, Nurse Practitioners,
Pharmacists and other roles within GP surgeries and
medical centres. The placement is delivered through
our strong partnership with West Lancashire Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG).
The placement programme allows students to
explore the various roles within the medical sector
first hand, plus provides an understanding of how
the different members of the team work together
for the best care of the patient, students also have
the opportunity to follow a single patient whilst
investigating the patient journey.
In addition, many of our medicine students
volunteered to support the COVID-19 vaccination roll
out. Students were put to work acting as marshals,
patient advocates and also undertook general
administration. They were also able to learn the
process of preparing and storing the vaccine. An
invaluable and insightful experience for all who took
part.

westlancs.ac.uk

A LEVELS IN A MEDICAL
CONTEXT
A Levels within The School of Medicine are taught
in a medical context, enabling students to be fully
immersed in their chosen career path from day
one. In addition, our A Level timetable provides 33%
more contact time than other A Level programmes
giving students additional tuition to ensure their
success. Students benefit from small class sizes,
with on average 15 learners per class, which enables
extensive support and guidance.

MENTORING
The School of Medicine work closely with Generation
Medics, a not for profit organisation run by Oxford
university medic graduates, and who support our
students as they apply for Medicine. They help
provide extra tuition for UCAT and BMAT entrance
exams, mentor students through A Levels and help
with interview techniques. Students are partnered
with an Oxford Medic, and our mentoring programme
provides an invaluable and highly successful service
to our medical students.

FULL PREPARATION FOR
UNIVERSITY
Students are fully prepared for the university
application process and follow a structured
preparation journey from personal statement to
entrance exam and university interview.
Students are tutored on common medical interview
themes such as the four pillars of medical ethics,
data analysis and the qualities of being a doctor.
All students are prepared on common questions,
techniques and the unique qualities each specific
medical school looks for, and receive tailored tuition
for UCAT, BMAT and aptitude tests. Our extensive
preparation programme culminates in simulated
mock interviews with multiple stations, just like the
real thing.

The School of Medicine

Preparation is enhanced by our Guest seminars
where students gain tips for their personal statement
and interview advice. Qualified medics provide
additional tuition to help further develop student’s
problem solving, and critical thinking skills, and are
encouraged to develop a wider understanding of
NHS Hot topics and medical ethics, all required at
interview.
In 2021 Year 13 School of Medicine Students received
offers to study Medicine or medical related degrees,
including Neurology and Pharmacology, and are now
in their first year at universities across the UK.

PROFILE - LEAH FLETCHER
Former Deyes High School pupil
Year 13 Student

The best thing about studying
in The School of Medicine is
the tailored work experience
which will allow me to have
the competitive edge when
applying to Universities.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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The School of Medicine

Guest seminars,
trips & visits
The School of Medicine students are able to explore
their understanding of different careers in Medicine
through a vast number of guest seminars either in
college with invited guest speakers, or by attending
external events.

1

Guest speakers have ranged from experts in cutting
edge Cancer research and progressive brain
diseases such as Alzheimer’s to specialist in endof-life care. These guest lectures give students
a detailed insight into the ever-evolving medical
profession and the research that underpins it.
Lecturers visit from a wide variety of Universities
with close links to the top 5 medical schools in
the North West. In addition to these eye-opening
lectures, as a student of The School of Medicine you
will have the opportunity to visit the medical schools
of your choice.
All of our extra-curricular wrap around has been
designed to give students diverse exposure to
the range of medical careers available. Students
are able to gain tips for their personal statement,
medical exams and interviews, as well as receive
expert careers advice.
1. Medical Trip to London
2. Anatomy & Physiology Masterclass
3. Dr Ranj officially launches The School of Medicine
4. Discovery Industry Placement Workshop with
Yvonne Thompson, West Lancashire CCG
5. Ghana Trip Fundraiser
6. Fertility Masterclass with Lord Robert Winston

PROFILE - SARAH EVANS-GRAY
Former Tarleton Academy pupil
Year 13 Student

7. Skelmersdale Science Summer School with
Professor Brian Cox CBE

The level of support and
preparation we receive with
our university applications
and work experience is
outstanding.

westlancs.ac.uk
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PROFILE - ZAHRA HOSSIEN

PROFILE - ZAINAB ALZUBAIDI

Former Greenbank High School pupil
Year 13 Student

Former Dean Trust Rose Bridge pupil
Year 13 Student

The best thing about studying
in The School of Medicine is
the teaching style. I also think
it’s great that we have many
opportunities that can help
with our future career.

The teachers always link what
we are studying to medicine
which gives an insightful view
to how what I am studying
is related so much to what I
want to study at university.
The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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The School of Medicine

Meet some of our Year 13
School of medicine students

PROFILE - BETHANY RICHMAN
Former Greenbank High School pupil
Year 13 Student

westlancs.ac.uk

The support I get from my
teachers is amazing. The
unique small class sizes
allows me to easily get
extra help on the topics I am
struggling with, which has
been extra valuable when
learning from home.

The School of Medicine

TOP GRADES FOR ALL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE STUDENTS
In August 2021 our School of Medicine students
received outstanding A-Level grades, with 100% of
students on the programme achieving A or A* grades
across the board and are now off to study medicine
at universities across the UK.
We are delighted that our future medics excelled
in their field, standing out against some of the
country’s top A-Level students. With the help of
their tutors, their medical placement programme
and smaller than average class sizes, the students
pushed through the challenges of the last 18 months
with determination and hard work, and it is safe to
say, it definitely paid off.
Students received offers to study Medicine or
medical related degrees, including Neuro Science
and Pharmacology at a wide range of top-level
Universities across the country including; Lancaster,
Leicester, Glasgow, Newcastle and Oxford.
It has been a fantastic few years working with our
first cohort of School of Medicine students and all
at West Lancashire College wish them the very best
of luck for what promises to be a very bright future
ahead.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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The School of Medicine

Supporting you through
your studies
As well as your A Level Teachers and Medical
Mentors, we’ve got expert advisers to give you all
the help and support you need. They can help with
careers guidance, financial support, mentoring,
additional learning support or anything else you
might need.

LEARNER SERVICES
Our friendly experts will help, listen, give advice and
guidance on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applying to University
Financial Support
Bursaries
Travel passes
Financial support for kit costs
Free College Meals
Careers and progression advice
CV preparation
Wellbeing
Information, advice and support
Study Skills
One to one study support.

All our staff work to recognised codes of ethics,
quality marks and are Matrix accredited. If we
can’t help you directly, we will put you in touch
with someone who can. Learner Services can be
contacted at enquiries@westlancs.ac.uk /
01695 52393

ADDITIONAL LEARNING SUPPORT
Many students benefit from extra support to help
them with their studies. The additional learning
support team can help you with any support needs
you may have whilst in college. A range of support
is available, including support for students with
Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, Asperger’s Syndrome, Physical
Disabilities, ADD/ADHD, Hearing/Visual Impairment
and Mental Health Concerns.
If you need advice on the range of facilities and
equipment available, or if you have an EHC Plan,
please contact the ALS Team on 01695 52300.

westlancs.ac.uk

PROFILE - JASMIN ROBERTS
Former Shevington High School pupil
Year 13 Student

All the teachers are very
helpful and are great at
providing us with all the
resources we need in order
to advance onto our medical
career.

The School of Medicine

LEARNING FACILITIES
Nestled in the town centre, our impressive university
style campus features a light and open atrium and
high-quality facilities.
As a School of Medicine student, you will have access
to a designated study area and common room, and
you will be able to take advantage of our brand new,
state of the art laboratories. At a cost approaching
£1.5 million, the bespoke fully equipped laboratories
offer the space and facilities to study in style.

TRANSPORT
We offer a FREE college coach from the following
areas:
LIVERPOOL – Kirkby, Aintree, Maghull and Old
Skelmersdale.
SOUTHPORT - Southport, Birkdale and Formby.
WIGAN – Hawkley, Winstanley, Goose Green, Marus
Bridge, Pemberton, Orrell, Upholland, Digmoor and
Tanhouse.
WEST LANCASHIRE – Aughton, Ormskirk,
Burscough, Parbold, Newburgh, Ashurst.
Plus we also offer FREE* or subsidised*ARRIVA
Bus passes for those not on a college bus route.
Please ask in Learner Services for further details:
01695 52393 / enquiries@westlancs.ac.uk
*subject to eligibility and availability

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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A Level Subjects

The School of Medicine
Programme

You will study a combination of A Levels including:
• A Level Biology
• A Level Chemistry
Plus one or two of the following:
• A Level Maths
• A Level Further Maths
• A Level Psychology

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

westlancs.ac.uk

A Level Subjects

Biology
A Level Biology gives you the opportunity to
study a range of topics such as populations and
environmental biology and mechanisms used to
control processes in cells and organisms. Many
students who enjoy and successfully complete this
subject typically progress onto a range of degree
courses including: Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary
Science, Biochemistry and Biological Sciences.

COURSE CONTENT
• Biological Molecules
• Cells
• Organisms exchange substances with their
environment
• Genetic information, variation and relationships
between organisms
• Energy transfers in and between organisms
• Organisms respond to changes in their internal
and external environments
• Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
• The control of gene expression

LEARNING & ASSESSMENT
METHODS
You will be taught in small class sizes, an average
of 15 students, alongside like-minded individuals by
experienced A Level teachers. You will have regular
assessments, small topic tests, larger progress
tests and homework all comprising of past exam
questions. You will sit 3 exams at the end of the
2-year programme, you will also be assessed on
laboratory skills.

PROGRESSION & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
A Level Biology allows progression to many science
degrees and a wide range of future careers
including: Academic Researcher, Biotechnologist,
Doctor, Marine Biologist, Microbiologist,

Nanotechnologist, Pharmacologist, Research
scientist (life sciences), Surgeon and Laboratory
Technician.
Biology graduates are well placed to succeed in
any job where data handling or research skills are
important. These jobs would not necessarily have to
be restricted to science-based employers. Biology is
a fundamental subject for careers in the science and
health sectors but there are many other routes you
can take.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

PROFILE - TOSIN FABUNMI
Former Greenbank High School pupil
Year 13 Student

The best thing about studying
at The School of Medicine is
the small class sizes, teachers
and students can get to know
and help one another; plus
extra resources are always
available when needed.
The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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A Level Subjects

Chemistry

Studying Chemistry can open doors that you didn’t
even know existed. It is a highly respected A-level
and combines theoretical understanding with
practical and analytical skills. If you like to ask ‘why?’
Chemistry is for you. The food we eat, the air we
breathe, the clothes we wear and the mobile phone
in your pocket all depend on Chemistry. Chemistry
holds the answer to our biggest global challenges.
From stable food supplies to changes in the
environment and delivery of essential medicines, a
chemist will be at the heart of the solution.

westlancs.ac.uk

COURSE CONTENT
• Physical Chemistry; atomic structure, amount
of substance, bonding, energetics, kinetics,
chemical equilibria and Le Chatelier’s principle.
• Inorganic Chemistry; periodicity, Group 2 the
alkaline earth metals, Group 7(17) the Halogens.
• Organic Chemistry; introduction to organic
chemistry, alkanes, halogenoalkanes, alkenes,
alcohols and organic analysis.
• Physical Chemistry; thermodynamics, rate
equations, the equilibrium constant, electrode
potentials and electrochemical cells.
• Inorganic Chemistry; Period 3 elements and their
oxides, transition metals, reactions of ions in
aqueous solution.
• Organic Chemistry; optimal isomerism,
aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids and
derivatives, aromatic chemistry, amines,
polymers, amino acids, proteins and DNA,
organic synthesis, NMR spectroscopy and
chromatography.

A Level Subjects

LEARNING & ASSESSMENT
METHODS
Continuous assessment for learning takes place with
a focus on helping you to identify areas of strength
and opportunities to improve. From knowledgebased problems to analysis and practical skills, each
area will be developed over the two-year course
helping you to achieve your best. All will be examined
at the end of 2 years in 3 exams with no coursework,
you will also be assessed on laboratory skills.

PROFILE - LARA BREEZE
Former Maricourt Catholic High School pupil
Year 13 Student

PROGRESSION & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
A Level Chemistry allows progression to many
science degrees, many of which Chemistry is an
essential entry requirement including for degrees in;
Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, Chemistry,
Chemical Engineering, Biochemistry, Pharmacy and
Pharmacology.
A Level Chemistry can lead to a range of future
careers including Academic researcher, Analytical
Chemist, Biotechnologist, Chemical Engineer,
Clinical scientist, Biochemistry, Forensic Scientist,
Nanotechnologist, Pharmacologist

Tutors are always helpful,
providing resources or
answering questions when
students need it and happily
go over content after lessons
if students are confused or
unsure.

Research Scientist (physical sciences), Scientific
Laboratory Technician and Toxicologist.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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A Level Subjects
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A Level Subjects

Maths
Maths is an exciting and challenging subject that will
help to develop your understanding of maths and
mathematical process in a way that will help your
confidence and will be thoroughly enjoyable. You will
extend your maths skills and techniques building
upon your GCSE, and in particular you will rely on
your algebraic skills. You will be able to recognise
how a real-life situation may be represented
mathematically.

LEARNING & ASSESSMENT
METHODS
You will learn in a variety of ways, being encouraged
to do independent learning with the aid of technology
as well as more traditional classroom teaching and
learning. There will be regular internal tests to check
your progress and at the end of the two years you will
sit three papers with the examining board AQA.

COURSE CONTENT

Paper 1 Synoptic Pure content from 		
Year 1 and Year 2

Pure Mathematics Content

Paper 2 Synoptic Pure and Mechanics 		
content from Year 1 and Year 2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algebra and functions
Co-ordinate geometry in the plane
Sequences and series
Trigonometry
Exponentials and logarithms
Differentiation
Integration
Differential equations and modelling
Numerical methods
Vectors

Applied Mathematics Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statistics
Statistical sampling
Data representation and interpretation
Probability
Statistical distributions
Statistical hypothesis testing

Mechanics
•
•
•
•

Quantities and units in mechanics
Kinematics
Forces and Newton’s laws
Moments – Statistical

Paper 3 Synoptic Pure and Statistics 		
content from Year 1 and Year 2

PROGRESSION & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Maths graduates have one of the highest rates of
graduate employment. Mathematicians enter a very
wide range of career areas ranging from aerospace
and defence to finance. Studying Maths provides
you with valuable skills and a firm base for life-long
learning. Maths is highly regarded within higher
education and is frequently considered as a ‘required
subject’ for entry onto certain degree courses such
as Engineering, Economics, Finance, Sciences and
many more.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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A Level Subjects

Further Maths

Further Maths is designed to broaden and deepen
the mathematical knowledge and skills developed
when studying A-level Mathematics. It is a useful
subject for students looking to study subjects such
as Maths or Physics at university, and an invaluable
advantage for students going into Engineering. It is
an extremely prestigious qualification to have.

COURSE CONTENT
Pure Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof
Complex numbers
Matrices
Further Algebra and Functions
Further Calculus
Further Vectors
Numerical methods
Polar coordinates
Hyperbolic functions
Differential equations
Trigonometry

westlancs.ac.uk

Applied Mathematics Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statistics
Discrete random variables and expectation
Poisson distribution
Continuous random variables
Exponential distribution
Hypothesis testing (discrete and continuous,
including Chi squared)
• Confidence intervals
Mechanics
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensional analysis
Momentum and collisions
Work, Energy and Power
Circular Motion
Centres of mass and moments

A Level Subjects

LEARNING & ASSESSMENT
METHODS
Even though Further Maths is a completely
separate subject to A-level Maths, the teaching
methodology will be very similar, with a combination
of independent study using technology and more
traditional classroom learning. You will be regularly
assessed to check on your progress and you will
sit three exams at the end of the 2 years, equally
weighted.
Paper 1 Pure Mathematics
Paper 2 Pure Mathematics

PROFILE
KAITLYN HEPPLESTONE
Former Hawkley Hall High School pupil
Year 13 Student

Paper 3 Applied Mathematics
(Statistics and Mechanics)

PROGRESSION & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Further Maths is a prestigious qualification that is
essential for Oxbridge and a great advantage for
those willing to study Engineering at top universities.
There are many different careers that a
mathematician can pursue. To name a few:
Actuarial Analyst, Actuary, Astronomer, Chartered
Accountant, Computer Scientist, Data Analyst, Data
Scientist, Investment Analysist, Research Scientist,
Secondary Teaching, Software Engineer, Sound
Engineer, Statistician and any discipline that would
require mathematical modelling with the aid of
computers.

The support from the tutors
is great, it makes life so much
easier being able to go back
to them and get extra help
when needed.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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A Level Subjects

Psychology

Psychology introduces its students to a fascinating
array of scientific knowledge that is also open
to a more artistic interpretation than the natural
sciences. The Students are encouraged to question
the basis of any argument put forward as a theory
and it is this trained ability to intelligently question
generalised assumptions that makes psychology
such a valued and interesting subject. It will prove
to be a real asset to anyone pursuing a career in
medicine.

COURSE CONTENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Influence
Memory
Attachment
Approaches in Psychology
Biopsychology
Psychopathology
Research Methods

westlancs.ac.uk

COMPULSORY CONTENT
•

Issues and debates in psychology

OPTIONAL CONTENT
• Relationships, Gender, Cognition and
Development
• Schizophrenia, Eating Behaviour and Stress
• Aggression, Forensic Psychology and Addiction

A Level Subjects

LEARNING & ASSESSMENT
METHODS
The first year is essentially providing the groundwork
on which Year 2 is based. From learning about
the essentials such as social, developmental and
cognitive psychology, the student progresses to
the study of Forensic Psychology, Mental Illness and
Relationships.
Progression and learning is assessed through mock
exams twice each term. Final Assessment is via
three x two and a half hour examinations at the end
of Year two.

PROGRESSION & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Universities and other Higher Education institutions
have long regarded Psychology as a genuine asset
on almost any course being considered, particularly
now, medical studies.
A qualification in Psychology can open many avenues
of career development from obvious choices such as
Educational and Clinical Psychologist and Teaching
through to various therapeutic training courses
and more recently, into areas such as Marketing
and Business Studies. A degree in Psychology has
to be one of the most adaptable qualifications in
education.

PROFILE - THEO BEATTIE
Former Shevington High School pupil
Year 13 Student

The support from the tutors
is great, it makes life so much
easier being able to go back
to them and get extra help
when needed.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants require 44 points from their best 8 GCSE’s
at Grade 7 or above including English, Maths and
Science.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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The School of Medicine

How to Apply
1. You can apply online at www.westlancs.a.uk
2. Once we receive your application we will invite
you for an interview with one of our School of
Medicine Team.
3. If the programme is right for you, our School
of Medicine Team will offer you a place on the
School of Medicine Programme. The place will
be conditional dependant on you achieving the
correct GCSE grades for your programme.
4. You will be invited to join our Pre-entry Medicine
Programme which consists of regular virtual and
in person meetings, half term medical camps and
new student events.

Open Events
We are proud of our college and fabulous facilities,
however the best way for you to find out more about life as
a Medicine student at West Lancashire College is to come
along to one of our Open Events. These events are a great
opportunity for you to speak to our expert tutors and also
the employers and universities that we work with closely to
ensure we help you meet your career aspirations.
Thursday 2 December 2021

4.30pm-7pm

Monday 7 February 2022 		

4.30pm-7pm

Thursday 9 June 2022 		

4.30pm-7pm

Please note, Open Events may be virtual dependant on
current government restrictions. For the very latest details
please go to
westlancs.ac.uk/student-support/open-events

westlancs.ac.uk

5. On GCSE Results Day you will be invited in by
appointment to complete your enrolment.
6. You will then become an official student of The
School of Medicine.
If you have any queries relating to your application or
need further advice, please contact our Admissions
Team on 01695 52383
or email admissions@westlancs.ac.uk
Deadline for applications for the School of Medicine
is Wednesday 31 March 2022.

The School of Medicine

SAFEGUARDING

EQUALITY

We are committed to safeguarding and ensuring all
students experience a secure, safe and welcoming
environment in which they can fulfil their potential.
We are also committed to assisting students to
develop the skills necessary to take responsibility for
their own safety. Specific policies and procedures
are in place to safeguard young people (students
under 18 years of age) and vulnerable adults; these
are robust and are reviewed regularly. Procedures are
in place to take all reasonable measures to ensure
risk is minimised and appropriate action is taken
to address welfare concerns of young people and
vulnerable adults. Our college community includes
young people aged 14 to 18 and vulnerable adults.
For this reason and as part of our commitment to
safeguard our students and provide a safe place to
learn, we are asking all potential students to disclose
if they have a violent or sexual conviction. You will
be asked to complete a declaration at the point of
enrolment. If you do have convictions you will not be
automatically excluded from enrolling on a college
course. Each case will be considered on its own
merits. For further information please ask to speak
to a member of the Safeguarding Team.

West Lancashire College welcomes diversity in its
student population - valuing differences in race,
gender, sexual orientation, disability, religion
or belief, class and age. We actively oppose
discrimination, aim to remove all conditions that
put people at a disadvantage, strive to improve
access and to provide outstanding support. We
are committed to providing an inclusive learning
environment. We have produced an NCG Equality
Strategy which sets out our response to statutory
obligations and our approach to the active promotion
of equality and diversity. Please discuss your support
needs with us and we will make every reasonable
effort to make adjustments to help you succeed.

THE PREVENT DUTY
West Lancashire College is committed to Prevent.
The Prevent Duty forms part of the Counter Terrorism
and Security Act 2015, and the strategy responds
to the ideological challenge we face from terrorism
and aspects of extremism, and the threat we face
from those who promote these views. It provides
practical help to prevent people from being drawn in
to terrorism and ensure they are given appropriate
advice and support. It covers all forms of terrorism,
including far right extremism and some aspects of
non-violent extremism. If you have any concerns
about radicalisation, terrorism or extremism, please
ask to speak to one of the Safeguarding Team.

RESPECT
At West Lancashire College we emphasise the
importance of respecting all other people, be
they staff, students or visitors to the college and
respecting their property and the facilities of the
college, which exist for the benefit of all students.

SECURITY
To ensure the security of our students we operate
an identity card system where students, staff and
official visitors wear lanyards and badges. We will
do our best to support the various needs of all our
students and to help you all to achieve your learning
goals. If you are a disabled person, please ensure
that we know what you need so that we can make
all reasonable adjustments to help you succeed.
Students are asked to help us create an environment
where everyone feels safe and valued and where you
can work successfully to achieve your full potential.

The School of Medicine Prospectus 2022
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WEST LANCASHIRE COLLEGE & NCG
West Lancashire College is proud to be part of NCG, one of the
country’s leading college groups. We are one of seven colleges across
the country that make up NCG, meaning we’re a key part of providing
education and training to learners, apprentices and employers across
the UK. NCG’s mission is to enable social mobility and economic
prosperity through exceptional education. This mission sits at the
heart of West Lancashire College and every college in our group
plays an important role in achieving it. Through ambitious teaching,
innovative courses and outstanding learning environments, NCG and
all of its colleges aim to inspire excellence, spark curiosity and make
a real impact on our learners and communities. Being part of NCG
enables all seven colleges to work collaboratively to achieve these
goals. Separately, we each work in close partnership with employers
and local industry to offer education and skills training that leads to
real employment opportunities for our learners and makes strong
local economic impact. Together, we share expertise, support each
other to grow, help each other to innovate and accomplish real
change for young people, communities and economies across the
country. www.ncgrp.co.uk

West Lancashire College
Skelmersdale Lancashire WN8 6LH
www.westlancs.ac.uk
enquiries@westlancs.ac.uk
01695 52300

